e. The bid is submitted as per the provision of section 7.
f. There are no obvious indications of cartelization amongst bidders and
  the bid is unconditioned and complete in all respects.

The price quoted by the bidder is assessed to be reasonable.
A. The bid is经济技术评估.

Item quoted by L1. Firm after registration (Rs. 448,991.86 per unit) is lowest. Hence, the committee forwards the case to next higher authority on the basis of

| Accessories & Distribution System with Automatic Nitrogen & Distribution System | 1st Name of the Firm |
| After Registration | Before Registration (Rs. in lakhs) (Rs. per unit) |
| Name of the Firm | 4.50 Lakh | 448,991.86 |

Date of opening tenders 01.03.2021 Date of submission of bids 08.03.2021 3.00 Pm

Last date of receiving tenders 01.03.2021 Date of opening tenders 01.03.2021 Date of submission of bids 08.03.2021 3.00 Pm

A. The bid is经济技术评估.

Compulsory statement of the Bids invited vide this office open tender notice No. F. (T) Tender/2021/2604 dated 20.02.2021 For the supply of
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